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CCDO Demolition Managers will have five years’ experience working on
demolition sites as Supervisors and are looking to move towards a more
managerial role.

Course Summary

Certification: 

Duration: 5 DAYS

Valid for: 3/5 YEARS

Cost: £1400 ex VAT NON-MEMBER: £1890 ex VAT

CCDO Demolition Manager Course Details

This course is 5 days across 5 weeks (1 day per week). 

A Demolition Manager could manage a large and complicated demolition project directly from the site,

with a team of CCDO-qualified Site Supervisors and Chargehands reporting to them, or they could be

responsible for several smaller demolition projects.

The smaller projects might be maintained daily on their behalf by Site Supervisors who would take control of

the day to day running.

Course Contents:

Demolition foundations

Asbestos and the duty to manage (this is a module, not a full Asbestos Awareness course)

Waste handling and recycling

Structural Awareness

CCDO Demolition Managers are required to achieve the NVQ L6 in Project Management within 3 years of

their Red Demolition Managers card being issued.
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Who should attend

<ul> <li>Candidates who hold a Full CCDO Supervisor Card with a minimum of 5 years verifiable Demolition

Industry experience.</li> <li>Candidates require a current MAP Health, Safety and Environment Test Pass and

a Current Approved Asbestos Awareness certificate (as a minimum) or higher level Asbestos Training (e-

learning is not accepted) before the card is issued.</li> </ul> The Red Demolition Manager card is non-

renewable. Candidates have 3 years to pass the relevant NVQ to become a qualified CCDO Demolition

Manager and be issued with a Black CCDO Manager Card. Black CCDO Manager cards are renewable every

5 years.

Course assessment and certification

CCDO card and certificate.


